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JHE EXPERTS
From lowering blood pressure to beating

the bloat, our experts are here to advise

THE GP: Dr Rob Hicks
is a practising GP as
well as medical editor
for BBC Online health
sites and the Classic
FM radio doctor.

THE LIFECOACH:
Eve Menezes
Cunningham is an expert
lifecoach and writer
specialising in psychology,
health and wellbeing.

THE NUTRITIONIST:
Angeia Dowden is a
registered nutritionist with
a degree in Food Science
and writes regularly for
newspapers and magazines.

BLOOD PRESSURE CALL

Q I've just been diagnosed with high

desperately want to do something

blood pressure and

about this condition.

DR ROB HICKS: Untreated high blood
pressure can have devastating effects on the
body, but making simple lifestyle changes and
using medication when necessary, are just
some of the things you can do to help yourself.

Cut down your intake of salt by avoiding it in
cooking and at meals and saying no to high
salt foods such as processed and ready-meals.

Being more active and watching your weight
will also help. Current guidelines recommend
that women shouldn't drink more than two to
three units of alcohol a day, but drinking less
will help lower blood pressure more. Reducing
stress levels is important too as persistently
high levels tends to keep
blood pressure high.

GIVING THANKS

Q I've gone through a bad patch

with my health recently, but

now I'm on the up. How can I

show my appreciation to the

people who helped me through?

MNGHAM: I imagine your loved ones
consider your improved health thanks enough, but great that
you want to acknowledge their support after such a rough
time. If you're up to it and these people know each other or
might get on well, you could give a dinner party as a thank
you. While illness is rough, it often forces life's 'givers' to
learn to become 'receivers', too. So remember to allow
yourself to carry on receiving, too.

HELP FOR TINNITUS
I've been diagnosed with tinnitus, which causes a

distressing ringing in my ears all the time. What can I do?

iH Although tinnitus can't be
cured you can get on top of it so it becomes
less of a problem. Stress about the cause can
make it worse. However, the cause is rarely
serious and most people find that the ringing
or buzzing gets less once they are reassured
about this.

Reducing stress with deep breathing
exercises, camomile herbal tea, or an

aromatherapy massage can help. Try relaxing
in a warm bath with some drops of lavender
oil. Some people also find that reducing their
intake of tea, coffee, and alcohol helps as
these drinks can worsen symptoms.

If your tinnitus is worse at night, having a
badly tuned in radio playing quietly on the
bedside table can help retrain the ears to
ignore the ringing.
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CHOCOLATE FIX
I love chocolate - but unfortunately so do my thighs!

Do you have any ideas for low-calorie treats that will

give me a chocolate fix, but not make me pile on the pounds?

Why do we love

chocolate quite so much?! On a positive

note, the saturated fats in natural cocoa

butter aren't thought to raise 'bad' LDL

cholesterol levels and the phenolic

compounds in darker chocolate can help

keep arteries flexible. So provided you

portion control it to around 30g a day, a

small amount of high quality chocolate can

actually be a good thing! Unfortunately

though, many of us prefer scoffing large

amounts of the milkier, more sugary stuff.

So one good rule is only ever to buy

portion-controlled treat sizes with less

than 100 calories, not big bars.

Other tricks that might give you your "fix"

without too much waistline damage include

enjoying a low-calorie hot chocolate drink,

a bowl of berries topped with a dusting of

chocolate powder, or having a handful of

chocolate cornflakes as a lower-fat

sweet treat. Also taking a multivitamin

with chromium may help you to

manage your cravings.

BEAT THE BLOAT

Q I have a sluggish digestive tract,

which can leave my stomach

sore and bloated for hours after

eating. Can you suggest

anything to ease symptoms?

First you should talk

with your GP to make sure you don't have

an underlying condition that could be

causing your symptoms. If all is well, then

some general steps are to eat plenty of fibre

(from fruits and vegetables if grains or

wheat seem to make matters worse), to

drink plenty of fluids, take regular exercise,

and eat sitting upright at a table rather than

on the run or slouched in a chair. If these

simple things don't help, keeping a food

and symptom diary will help identify what

foods may be causing your symptoms.

The main offenders tend to be wheat or

gluten and dairy products. If your issue is

IBS it's worth talking to a dietitian about

something called the FODMAP diet, which

removes culprit fermentable carbohydrates

from the diet. Foods and supplements that

might help include probiotics and a mug of

peppermint tea after meals.

BEST FOR GRANDCHILDREN
I find looking after my grandchildren exhausting, but I know it eases the

-J strain on their busy working parents. I don't know how much longer my

energy will last, but I don't want to let them down. What should I do?

EVE Cl AM:

Look after yourself! It doesn't have to

be al! or nothing but you're clearly

struggling with the demands

of childcare at the moment

and you shouldn't have to -

they're not your children.

Anything you can do for your

grandkids is a bonus for them

and for you (and for their

parents). Before talking to

your child about it, think

about what you're doing.

What do you find most

exhausting? What do you

most enjoy?

Take time to consider what

you want to be doing rather

than talking yourself into

offering to do more than is

good for you. No one wins if you

get ill yourself. Setting different

boundaries will help you all.
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